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Abstract

This editorial provides a behavioral science view on gamification and health behavior change, describes its principles and mechanisms, and reviews some of the evidence for its efficacy. Furthermore, this editorial explores the relation between gamification and behavior change frameworks used in the health sciences and shows how gamification principles are closely related to principles that have been proven to work in health behavior change technology. Finally, this editorial provides criteria that can be used to assess when gamification provides a potentially promising framework for digital health interventions.
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Introduction

Although health behavior change research suggests that it is easy to influence how people think and behave, practitioners who have worked in the health behavior change field, with populations or individuals, will often complain that that behavior change is difficult to achieve, expensive, and impacts are often short-lived.

The average public health campaign is able to impact the behavior of roughly 5% of a population [1], while a meta-analysis that I co-investigated a few years ago showed that online behavior change technologies could impact the behavior of roughly 10% of their users [2](this figure was derived by comparing a Pearson's coefficient effect size to a percentage, as used by Snyder (2007); however, this method is subject to significant statistical bias [3] and should therefore only be taken as a ballpark figure at best). Given the modest impacts from evidence-based interventions, why are we now witnessing widespread claims that gamification makes it easy to shape how people think and behave, simply by rewarding users with points and badges? Is gamification really a magic solution to shaping behavior, or simply, unrealistic hype?

In this editorial, I describe and evaluate gamification, address misconceptions, show linkages to health behavior change theory, and advocate when gamification is a good or bad approach for digital health behavior change interventions.

Hype Around Gamification

At present, there is no shortage of gamification advocates who claim badges, points, and competition will get everyone so hooked on digital technologies, that developers should gamify their interventions immediately, or get left behind. However, jumping on this gamification bandwagon is a risky undertaking.

Not because gamification does not work, but rather, because it is easy to get it wrong if developers do not understand what it is, know its limits, and make informed decisions on its application. Gamification is just one of many persuasive architectures. However, like all other persuasive design patterns, gamification has merit when used in the right way, under the right circumstances.

The Active Ingredients of Gamification

Gamification is defined as the use of game design elements in non-game contexts [4]. The idea is that if we can isolate the
active ingredients that make games addictive, then intervention developers can put those ingredients into their digital technologies and make them addictive too. For instance, we can make a routine non-game activity, such as taking medication, into a game that is fun and engaging by adding game elements, such as earning points for taking medications.

To apply gamification, developers first need a list of game design elements, and then second, they need to integrate these elements into their intervention. However, the problem is that gamification researchers do not always agree on what these ingredients are, and some researchers take the position that these ingredients cannot even be named.

Within this debate, I take the view that technology is only persuasive when it employs specific behavior change ingredients, as one of the key principles of evidence based behavioral medicine [5-7]. These persuasive ingredients are the factors that exert persuasive force on people, encouraging them to shift their beliefs, attitudes, and actions. If these ingredients are removed, the technology is no longer persuasive. In the sciences, these ingredients have different names, but I will refer to them as "behavior change strategies", "persuasive strategies", or simply, "strategies".

To identify these gamification strategies, I reviewed a number of popular gamification taxonomies from academic and non-academic sources by Charles Coonradt [8], Reeves and Read [9], Gabe Zichermann [10], and Marc Prensky [11]. I identified the common strategies listed by these authors, and compared them to a taxonomy of interactive behavior change and persuasive design strategies within my Persuasive Communication Model [12].

After, I identified 7 core ingredients of gamification that have clear linkages to proven behavior change strategies, with the exception of fun and playfulness, which has perhaps, not received much attention in the health behavior change literature. These 7 ingredients of gamification are listed in Textbox 1.

My goal was to identify the persuasive architecture of gamification, the essential strategies that combine to produce an effect greater than the sum of its parts. Put another way, the persuasive architecture of gamification is the combination of ingredients that make a product fun and engaging. Take away some of these core ingredients, and the product becomes dull. Add them back in, and the magic happens. A persuasive architecture is the optimal blend of persuasive strategies for a particular application [2].

Whereas the strategies in Textbox 1 are the broad principles that make gamification addictive, the gamification mechanics (or tactics) are the on-screen features that users interact with. For instance, the strategy of motivating a user by comparing their progress with others can be implemented with the gamification tactic of showing the game leaders. Textbox 2 shows 10 of the most popular gamification tactics [13].

One of the chief misconceptions about gamification is that any technology that employs game tactics will be more engaging. The problem with this thinking is that it mistakes superficial game tactics for deeper psychological strategies. For instance, it is risky to believe that badges will motivate users, without considering the persuasive strategies that the game tactics must satisfy, where a badge’s value comes from a community that places value on that badge, and where the badge’s value is further dependent on whether it transfers anything of value to the person. Offering game tactics that do not satisfy persuasive strategies is like cooking dinner for someone with ingredients (game tactics) they do not like (strategies).

Textbox 1. The persuasive architecture of gamification and its 7 persuasive strategies.

| 1. Goal setting: Committing to achieve a goal |
| 2. Capacity to overcome challenges: Growth, learning, and development |
| 3. Providing feedback on performance: Receiving constant feedback through the experience |
| 4. Reinforcement: Gaining rewards, avoiding punishments |
| 5. Compare progress: Monitoring progress with self and others |
| 6. Social connectivity: Interacting with other people |
| 7. Fun and playfulness: Paying out an alternative reality |
The Efficacy of Gamification

Overview
In order for gamification to be considered effective, gamified technology must outperform other design patterns, in terms of its ability to influence people’s beliefs, attitudes, or behaviors. Moreover, to be considered effective, gamification must sustain these impacts over the long-term, and offer more than a short-term novelty effect.

However, the question that is rarely asked is whether there is evidence that shows gamification can influence how people think or behave? To answer this question, there are perhaps four streams of evidence that we can draw from. They include (1) anecdotal evidence, (2) research on the efficacy of gamification, (3) ingredients that have been proven to work, and (4) persuasive architecture that is related to proven theories.

Anecdotal Evidence
Much of the hype around gamification seems to come from ad hoc anecdotal evidence, in the form of case studies and industry claims. Although highly unreliable, this body of ad hoc success stories has served to raise awareness of gamification concepts, and prompted researchers to take a closer look at gamification.

Research on the Efficacy of Gamification
As research on gamification started to appear just before 2010, we recently reached the point where there were enough quality academic studies, that a team of researchers conducted a systematic review of the scientific literature [13]. In their publication, “Does Gamification Work?”, the research team found evidence across numerous studies, that gamification can influence psychological and physical outcomes, meaning gamification can make a digital product more fun and engaging.

However, not all studies showed positive effects, and the impact seemed to vary according to the community, users, and product, with some users complaining that gamification was annoying. Additionally, there were far more studies in particular contexts, such as online learning, intra-organizational systems, and work environments, with the lack of studies from other domains possibly signaling that gamification may only work in contexts that already share a common persuasive architecture. Finally, the researchers raised one red flag, as they could not tell if the reported outcomes represented sustainable long-term impacts, or just short-term novelty effects.

Ingredients That Have Been Proven to Work
From the point of view of evidence-based behavioral medicine, the only thing that would matter in gamification is whether it employs principles and tactics that have been scientifically proven to influence health outcomes.

To quickly assess the link between gamification and health behavior change, I conducted an exploratory comparison of the 7 ingredients of gamification to behavioral science principles that have been proven to work in digital health behavior change interventions, drawing on validated principles from my prior meta-analysis on the factors that make health behavior change technologies work [2].

I mapped 27 techniques and principles to the 7 gamification strategies. Table 1 shows the top two most effective and statistically significant behavior change principle and techniques. This exploratory mapping demonstrates that there are some promising links between gamification principles and digital health behavior change science, with one gap that stood out, being no strong link to fun and playfulness in health behavior change approaches. Although gamification shows some clear links to health behavior change strategies and tactics, the technical mechanics used in health behavior change interventions can be radically different than those used in gamified technologies, even though they may appeal to similar psychological faculties.
### Table 1. Gamification strategies and validated behavior change ingredients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gamification strategies</th>
<th>Validated behavior change ingredients [2]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Goal setting</td>
<td>• Agree behavioral contract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Goal setting (behavior)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Capacity to overcome challenges</td>
<td>• Time management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Action planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Providing feedback on performance</td>
<td>• Prompt self-monitoring of behavioral outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Prompt self-monitoring of behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Reinforcement</td>
<td>• Provide rewards contingent on successful behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Compare progress</td>
<td>• Prompt self-monitoring of behavioral outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Provide normative information about others’ behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Social connectivity</td>
<td>• Social influences (norms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Plan social support/social change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Fun and playfulness</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Persuasive Architecture That is Related to Proven Theories**

Beyond the direct empirical evidence, there is also theoretical support for gamification, as a framework that shares many strategies in common with other theories that have been proven to work in the health field.

The persuasive architecture of gamification shares elements in common with coaching, which relies on a coach's ability to foster team member motivation, employ strategies to help their team overcome opposition, provide support in building member’s techniques, and help members build their character [14]. The architecture of gamification is also extremely close to the cybernetic variations of self-regulation theory, based on feedback loops, which cover all strategies except perhaps, social connectivity, and fun and playfulness [15]. Although gamification shares the same strategies, there are big differences in the tactical way that these strategies are implemented. However, the similarity does mean that it is easier to gamify digital interventions modeled on coaching or self-regulation theory, because they are already quite similar.

One of the theories that is infrequently used in the health field, but popular among video game designers, is *flow*, the study of how people become absorbed and engaged in an activity when they are doing something where their skill level is perfectly matched to the challenge level [16]. According to the principle of flow, if a game is too difficult, people will become stressed and stop playing. If a game is too easy, people will become bored and stop playing. But if the challenge keeps increasing as the person’s skill increases, they will have a flow experience, become absorbed in the task at hand, and experience a meditative-like absorption in what they are doing. Bringing people to this state of mind is a key goal in game design.

**Selecting the Right Persuasive Architecture for an Interventions**

Although there is evidence that suggests gamification works, there are some major risks associated with the current gamification hype. The chief risk is becoming overconfident in the ability of gamification to exert massive influence across all contexts, which can cause developers to form tunnel vision and fixate on just one of many persuasive architectures.

Locking into one framework might cause developers to miss opportunities to identify the best architecture for the job. Every persuasive architecture has its own unique mix of ingredients, and suitability to particular users and contexts. For instance, a sign-up landing page, health screener, donation page, or social networking site all draw on different combinations of persuasive ingredients. Moreover, my recent research is showing that the world's most successful websites are hyper optimized, often offering more persuasive strategies per square inch than many of the less popular sites.

What matters in behavior change design is knowing which persuasive architecture is right for a particular application, and identifying when gamification, in whole or part, is suitable to a particular application.

**Assessing the Suitability of Gamification**

Intervention developers should only use gamification when it is suitable to a given audience-product mix. However, it is not easy to know in advance whether or not gamification makes sense for a particular project and its unique audience-intervention mix.

To evaluate if gamification is suitable to a particular intervention, Textbox 3 presents criteria that developers can use to evaluate when gamification offers a promising framework. However, users are the ultimate judges of intervention efficacy, so any gamified interventions will require user testing, to determine if they can work or not.
Criteria to consider when evaluating if gamification is suitable to a particular intervention.

1. The intervention users
2. The users’ social context
3. The psychological and behavioral outcomes that are being pursued
4. How closely the intervention’s logic model or theory of change fits with the persuasive architecture of gamification
5. The interactive product or platform that is being planned
6. The compatibility of the interactive product, users, and community with the 7 gamification strategies
7. The compatibility of the interactive product, users, and community with gamification tactics

Final Thoughts

There is promising evidence that suggests gamification works, and on the surface, gamification appears to share elements in common with proven health behavior change approaches. Given this, it is easy to see how existing digital interventions can borrow gamification principles, by considering flow, meaningful rewards, making them more social, and most importantly, finding innovative ways to make digital health interventions fun and engaging.

JMIR Serious Games is a new important journal devoted to research and opinion around games and gamification for behavior change and other applications, and as one of the editorial board members I look forward to help building the evidence base in this emerging area.
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Abstract

Background: Medical mentoring is becoming increasingly complex with the evolving needs of trainees and the complexities of their personal and social lives. The Internet is an enabling technology, which increasingly facilitates interaction with multiple people at a distance. Web 2.0 and 3.0 technology shows promise in furthering this facilitation.

Objective: The objective of our study was to establish opinions among doctors in postgraduate surgical training regarding mentoring and whether these doctors would readily accept virtual mentoring following a brief experience.

Methods: On the 12th of February 2012, an introductory teaching class was arranged by The London Postgraduate School of Surgery for doctors in training. Participants were introduced to a novel virtual mentoring system and asked to complete a questionnaire regarding their opinions before and after the demonstration.

Results: A total of 57 junior doctors attended. Among them, 35 completed questionnaires pre- and postdemonstration. Regarding usefulness of a 3D virtual environment for mentoring, 6/35 (17%) agreed or strongly agreed and 20/35 (57%) were unsure prior to the session. Following 20 minutes using MentorSL, this significantly increased to 14/35 (40%) agreeing or strongly agreeing with 11/35 (31%) unsure ($P<.001$). Prior to using MentorSL, regarding usefulness of voice communication for virtual mentoring, 11/35 (31%) agreed or strongly agreed and 18/35 (51%) were unsure. Following 20 minutes using MentorSL, 19/35 (54%) agreed or strongly agreed and 10/35 (29%) were unsure of usefulness. Regarding ease of use of navigation, search mentor, meeting scheduling, and voice communication features, 17/35 (49%), 13/35 (37%), 15/35 (43%), and 16/35 (46%) participants agreed or strongly agreed, respectively. Regarding usefulness of telementoring, 24/35 (69%) agreed or strongly agreed, increasing to 28/35 (80%) following the introduction. For usefulness of multiple mentors, initially 24/35 (69%) agreed or strongly agreed increasing to 29/35 (83%). For overall satisfaction, 30/35 (86%) reported good or adequate and 19/35 (54%) agreed or strongly agreed with using the system again.

Conclusions: These data suggest that a short introduction on how to use virtual systems may result in significant participation and use of virtual mentoring systems.

(JMIR Serious Games 2013;1(1):e2) doi:10.2196/games.2822
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Introduction

Background

Doctors in postgraduate surgical training often require guidance to overcome hurdles associated with modern-day surgical training. Good mentoring delivered in a timely fashion is a way in which surgical trainees may be helped through these difficulties in a manner compatible with the principles of adult learning.

The Standing Conference on Postgraduate Medical and Dental Education (SCOPME) in the United Kingdom, describes mentoring as:

*The process whereby an experienced, highly regarded, empathic person (the mentor) guides another individual (the mentee) in the development and re-examination of their own ideas, learning, and personal and professional development. The mentor, who may or may not work in the same organization or field as the mentee, achieves this by listening and talking in confidence to the mentee* [1]

The mentors have many roles that have previously been reviewed [2]. Briefly, these include advisor, coach, counselor/guide, and role model. As someone who has successfully negotiated some of these difficulties, a mentor may offer motivation, hope, and advice for the mentee. As technology increasingly becomes part of a managed learning process, expert mentoring of trainees, facilitated by technology, may become essential for ensuring patient safety.

It has been previously reported that trainees often do not have mentors or are unaware of the role of the mentor and therefore do not have beneficial meetings with them [2,3]. The management concept “Just-in-time” was popularized by the Toyota Motor Company and resulted in huge increases in efficiency and productivity. The essence of the system is to respond to needs and only call upon resources when they are required [4]. A parallel may be drawn with mentoring in that it is potentially a labor-intensive and costly resource, which is not necessarily required at all times. Mentoring may be best achieved in a “just-in-time” fashion where an appropriate mentor is available to facilitate problem solving in response to a real-world need. In order for this mentoring to be achieved in a comfortable learning environment, a knowledgeable, yet not necessarily proximate mentor may be most suitable.

World Wide Web

The latest digital technologies may be a key enabler to support these requirements. The Department of Health in the United Kingdom has recently published a “Framework for Technology Enhanced Learning” that advocates the use of e-learning and simulation to enhance learning where there is a clear benefit to patient care [5]. Internet-based technology developments, including the World Wide Web (WWW), allow for increasing interactivity and may be of use in fulfilling tele- and multiple-mentoring needs. Improved mentoring may lead to improved trainee development, which may lead to improved patient care. There has been an evolution of the ways that interaction is facilitated and information processed and retrieved in the WWW [6]. Today’s WWW provides for an immersive, interactive, and information-rich potential resource. e-mentoring has been shown to be efficacious in the context of North American school children, interestingly reporting that the frequency of mentor-mentee interaction moderates the relationship between mentee “self-efficacy” and previous Internet experience with positive outcome [7]. The Web 3.0 format encompasses virtual worlds, the semantic Web, microformats, natural language search, data mining, machine learning, recommendation agents, artificial intelligence, and augmented reality technologies. Augmented reality involves a fusion of the physical world and computer-generated content, potentially delivered through the Internet. The use of augmented reality for anatomy education has been demonstrated [8], and there is great potential for this technology.

MentorSL

Virtual worlds including Second Life (SL) by Linden Laboratories [9] and Olive by Forterra Systems [10] provide content as a three-dimensional (3D) environment in which we can navigate and interact with others as virtual representations of ourselves, avatars. Second Life, currently the most popular virtual world, facilitates streaming audio/video/TV/YouTube collections, 3D virtual libraries, and virtual tourist attractions and destinations [11]. A virtual emergency department training study has reported that ease of use and limited access to the software were identified as barriers to adoption [12]. Meskó summarized educational applications’ uses of SL [13]. He discussed potential advantages as being global collaboration without boundaries; interactivity in a manner better than a videoconference with use of videos, presentations, images, and Web links at the same time in one place. Being able to draw from a worldwide pool of experts and having the ability to establish exhibits which are not possible via a videoconference [14] or a website are also cited as advantages [15,16]. Interactions between SL residents may benefit each others’ participation via networks that allow for dynamic, evolving systems all made possible by “semantic” Web technology [17]. Virtual reality resources have been successfully used as educational resources [18-27].

For the purposes of exploring new methods to support mentoring, a 3D virtual system, MentorSL, was developed [28]. Avatars assemble in a registration area, where they have a range of mentoring databases available to them (Figure 1). Mentors are able to log on to SL as avatars and provide mentoring, through virtual world communication, to their mentees. A range of online mentoring resources is available to both mentors and mentees and there are links to other mentoring resources.

Doctors in postgraduate surgical training in the London Postgraduate School of Surgery (see Textbox 1) were invited to experience the system and submit their views. The primary aims of our study were to establish whether barriers existed to the adoption of the 3D virtual mentoring environment and to establish whether a short introduction would be sufficient to achieve participant “buy-in”. The secondary aims were to establish which aspects of the system were deemed most useful and which further aspects should be developed further.
Doctors in postgraduate surgical training.

The London Postgraduate School of Surgery is the largest surgical training organization in the world. It is responsible for managing more than 900 trainees. The school offers programs at prestigious teaching centers across the capital city. Doctors in postgraduate training spend an initial 2 years (FY1, FY2) in generic foundation training; this is followed by a further 2 years (CT1, CT2) in core surgical training. Successful competitive progression results in spending an additional 6 years in specialty surgical training (ST3 to ST8) toward award of completion of training.

**Methods**

**Study Participants**

Doctors in postgraduate surgical training were invited to attend a “taster” session introducing virtual mentoring via the online virtual world SL at the London Postgraduate School of Surgery, UK. This session was a subsection of a wider training meeting being held. The trainees were within the first four years of postgraduate training. All participants had previously experience of mentoring as a component of “Foundation Training” which includes appointing of an “Assigned Educational Supervisor” by the training program. A 10-minute presentation on SL and specifically on MentorSL including an “in-world” walk through was given via a large screen projector. SL as a virtual world facilitating interaction of virtual people or avatars was explained. Methods used to navigating and communicate in SL were explained to participants. MentorSL was introduced as a tool to facilitate mentoring in the virtual world of SL. The search mentor facilities in MentorSL and the facilities to arrange and hold meeting within the MentorSL framework were explained and demonstrated. Following a short questions and answers session, participants were able to sit in groups at computer stations running Second Life fitted with multiple headsets. Facilitators in the real world as well as SL were available to help and guide participants.

**Data Collection**

Participants were invited to fill in an anonymous questionnaire regarding their perceptions both prior to and after the session. The questionnaire consisted of 7 domains: (A) demographic data, (B) perceptions regarding mentoring, (C) perceptions regarding the 3D Web, (D) perceptions regarding the practicalities of MentorSL, (E) perceptions regarding tele- and multiple mentoring, (F) perceptions regarding further enhancements in virtual mentoring, and (G) perceptions regarding future use of MentorSL (see Multimedia Appendix 1 for the questionnaire). These questions were determined with a view to establishing whether doctors in postgraduate surgical training would readily accept use of a virtual mentoring facility and whether any particular aspect of the facility was related to future use of the system. Demographic data were only collected once, questions in domains (B), (C), and (E) were posed both before and after participants spent 20 minutes using MentorSL. Questions in domains (D), (F), and (G) were only asked after participants spent 20 minutes using MentorSL.

**Statistical Analysis**

Statistical analysis was performed using SAS (Cary, USA). Data were presented as ratios and percentages. The chi-square test was used for significance testing.
Results

Demographic Data

There were 57 participants in total, median age was 28.1 years (range 24-43). There were 32 females (32/57, 56%) and 25 males (25/57, 44%).

Of the total participants, 1/57 (2%) qualified in 2004, 3/57 (5%) qualified in 2007, 23/57 (40%) qualified in 2008, 13/57 (23%) qualified in 2009, and 17/57 (30%) qualified in 2011. Of the total participants, 20/57 (35%) were in foundation year 1 (FY1), 22/57 (39%) were in core surgical training 1 (CT1), and 15/57 (26%) were in core training 2 (CT2).

Of the 57 participants, 40/57 (70%) participants reported that they had firm plans for which specialty they would like to enter, 3/57 (5%) had no plans as yet, and 14/57 (25%) were unsure of their choice. The response rate for the questionnaire was 35/57 (61%).

In terms of previous experience with the 3D virtual environments, 6/57 (11%) had had previous experience and 51/57 (89%) had no experience or were unsure. Mentee perceptions are described below and summarized in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Stacked bar chart of response to questions pre- (above) and post-experience (below) of the MentorSL system. *Improvement in response; \( P<.05 \), **improvement of response; \( P<.001 \) (one-way chi-square test).

Perceptions Regarding Concepts of Mentoring

With regards to having understood of the roles of a mentor, prior to the experience, 3/35 (9%) said they strongly agreed, 19/35 (54%) said they agreed, 12/35 (34%) were unsure, and 1/35 (3%) strongly disagreed. Following the experience, there was a statistically significant improvement toward agreement (\( P<.001 \); chi-square test). Of 35 participants, 11/35 (31%) strongly agreed, 20/35 (57%) agreed, 3/35 (9%) were unsure, and 1/35 (3%) disagreed.

With regards to whether mentoring was thought to be useful, 10/35 (29%) strongly agreed, 21/35 (60%) agreed, and 4/35 (11%) were unsure. Following the experience, there was a statistically significant improvement toward agreement (\( P=.04 \); chi-square test). Of 35 participants, 14/35 (40%) strongly agreed, 17/35 (49%) agreed, and 4/35 (11%) were unsure.

Perceptions Regarding Mentoring via the 3D Web

When asked whether they thought whether a 3D virtual environment would be useful in mentoring prior to experiencing it, 2/35 (6%) strongly agreed, 4/35 (11%) agreed, 20/35 (57%) were unsure, and 9/35 (26%) disagreed. Following the experience, there was a statistically significant improvement toward agreement (\( P<.001 \); chi-square test). Of 35 participants, 3/35 (9%) strongly agreed, 11/35 (31%) agreed, 11/35 (31%) were unsure, 8/35 (23%) disagreed, and 2/35 (6%) strongly disagreed.
Perceptions Regarding the Practicalities of MentorSL

Prior to experiencing MentorSL, when asked whether voice communication would be useful in the mentoring relationship, 3/35 (9%) strongly agreed, 9/35 (26%) agreed, 18/35 (51%) were unsure, and 5/35 (14%) disagreed. Following experiencing MentorSL, there was a statistically significant improvement toward agreement \((P<.001; \text{chi-square test})\). Of 35 participants, 6/35 (17%) strongly agreed, 13/35 (37%) agreed, 10/35 (29%) were unsure, 5/35 (14%) disagreed, and 1/35 (3%) strongly disagreed.

When asked whether navigation in SL was sufficiently simple to use, 6/35 (17%) strongly agreed, 11/35 (31%) agreed, 14/35 (40%) were undecided, 2/35 (6%) disagreed, and 2/35 (6%) strongly disagreed.

When asked whether the search for mentor facility in MentorSL was sufficiently simple to use, 7/35 (20%) strongly agreed, 6/35 (17%) agreed, 19/35 (54%) were undecided, 2/35 (6%) disagreed, and 1/35 (3%) strongly disagreed.

When asked whether the meeting scheduling facility in MentorSL was sufficiently simple to use, 4/35 (11%) strongly agreed, 11/35 (31%) agreed, 18/35 (51%) were undecided, and 2/35 (6%) disagreed.

When asked regarding ease of using voice communication in SL, 6/35 (17%) strongly agreed, 10/35 (29%) agreed, and 19/35 (54%) were undecided.

Regarding overall satisfaction with MentorSL, 6/35 (17%) reported very good, 24/35 (69%) reported adequate, 4/35 (11%) reported slightly disappointing, and 1/35 (3%) reported very poor.

Perceptions Regarding Tele- and Multiple Mentoring

Regarding the usefulness of a specialist mentor who may be geographically remote, prior to the experience, 6/35 (19%) strongly agreed, 18/35 (51%) agreed, and 11/35 (31%) were unsure. Following the experience, there was a statistically significant improvement toward agreement \((P<.001; \text{chi-square test})\). Of 35 participants, 13/35 (37%) strongly agreed, 15/35 (43%) agreed, 6/35 (17%) were unsure, and 1/35 (3%) disagreed.

When asked regarding the perceived benefits of having multiple mentors available for specific mentoring needs, prior to the experience, 8/35 (23%) strongly agreed, 16/35 (46%) agreed, 10/35 (29%) were unsure, and 1/35 (3%) disagreed. Following the experience, there was a statistically significant improvement toward agreement \((P=.002; \text{chi-square test})\). Of the participants, 12/35 (34%) strongly agreed, 17/35 (49%) agreed, and 6/35 (19%) were unsure.

Perceptions Regarding Further Enhancement of Virtual Mentoring

When asked whether participants thought that real life facial recognition and animation of avatar facial features would be useful, 2/35 (6%) strongly agreed, 13/35 (37%) agreed, 13/35 (37%) were undecided, and 7/35 (20%) disagreed.

When asked whether hand gesture recognition and animation of avatar would be useful, 2/35 (6%) strongly agreed, 12/35 (34%) agreed, 14/35 (40%) were undecided, and 7/35 (20%) disagreed.

Perceptions Regarding Future Use of MentorSL

When asked whether participants would use MentorSL in the future, 4/35 (11%) strongly agreed, 15/35 (43%) agreed, 10/35 (29%) were undecided, 4/35 (11%) disagreed, and 2/35 (6%) strongly disagree.

Discussion

Principal Findings

This study demonstrates that doctors in postgraduate surgical training are willing to “buy-in” to a virtual mentoring system in SL. The most well-received facilities were those of tele- and multiple mentoring and that of voice communication. The implication of these findings is that this mentoring system may be able to deliver mentoring to this group of doctors in a manner commensurate with their needs.

The response rate of 61% (35/57) in this study, seemingly low and a limitation of the study, is commensurate with other studies in this population [29]. We would suggest that a subsequent usability study would result in increased participant involvement and perceived benefit. Thus, we would suggest that this would be the lower limit of what a future usability study would engender. This study is not able to inform on the potential benefit of virtual mentoring using this system, and further work will be needed to establish this.

Perceptions

It the context of team training for triage of mass casualties, it has been demonstrated that trainees quickly adapt to a virtual environment and find it an experience that is beneficial to their professional development [30].

Despite the all-pervasive nature of the Internet in today’s society, 89% (51/57) of participants had no significant previous experience of 3D Web 3.0 technology. Despite this, we found that only 17% (6/35) of participants disagreed or strongly disagreed, following a short introduction, with using the system in the future.

Central to the provision of a virtual “just-in-time” mentoring system is the mentee perceiving the need for being mentored. At outset, only 21/35 (60%) participants agreed or strongly agreed that they understood the concept of mentoring; this improved to 31/35 (89%). In addition, the initial high agreement with the usefulness of mentoring was maintained following the introduction (31 predemonstration vs 32 postdemonstration).

The specific use of the 3D virtual world for mentoring is perhaps the most contentious issue to be assessed in the confines of a short introduction. More formed decisions will most likely require the on-going usage of the system by mentees. This seems to be reflected in that 14/35 (40%) were positive regarding the system, and 11/35 (31%) were unsure.

Importantly, the more immediate and apparent facilitatory benefits of the system seemed to be well received by the participants. This was reflected by the strong performance in the voice communication, tele-, and multiple-mentoring
domains. Indeed, the voice communication domain showed a large increase in agreement from 4/35 (11%) to 16/35 (46%). The user-friendliness of the voice communication was found to have a major impact in acceptance of a SL training program for nurses [24].

There may be barriers to the adoption of these new technologies for medical mentoring. Hansen et al recalled Roger’s diffusion of innovation theory in explaining attributes of a new technology affecting an individual’s decision to adopt [31]. These attributes include the relative advantage of the innovation over the idea it supersedes, how the innovation meets the needs of potential adopters, how difficult the innovation is to understand and use, how the innovation may be tested in a timely fashion, and how outcomes associated with the innovation are visible to others. Interestingly, a study investigating these factors in adoption of e-mentoring by Greek mentors reported that only relative advantage was a significant factor in adoption [32]. Other potential drivers for adoption that may be important to further work are alluded to by the “Uses and Gratification” theory [33], suggesting that various forms of gratification affect utility. The well-established “Technology Acceptance Model” emphasizes “perceived usefulness” and “perceived ease-of-use” as important factors in new technology adoption [34], and these also may be important domains to investigate in future work.

With regards to future developments in the MentorSL, equivalent numbers were positive regarding animation of the avatars facial features and hand gestures to improve the experience.

Conclusions

We have demonstrated that the MentorSL system has the potential to be well accepted by mentees. This may be a reflection of the rapidly acquired understanding of the role of a mentor and the feeling of need for mentoring. Junior surgical trainees are able to rapidly familiarize with this novel communication modality and seem interested in further expansion of the virtual mentoring experience using facial and gesture recognition and avatar animation technology. Further work is required to evaluate utilization of this virtual mentoring facility when made available to doctors in postgraduate surgical training and to establish benefit. We are currently establishing a pilot study to trial medical mentoring using MentorSL in a cohort of surgical trainees in the London Postgraduate School of Surgery.
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Abstract

Background: Dementia is a multifaceted disorder that impairs cognitive functions, such as memory, language, and executive functions necessary to plan, organize, and prioritize tasks required for goal-directed behaviors. In most cases, individuals with dementia experience difficulties interacting with physical and social environments. The purpose of this study was to establish ecological validity and initial construct validity of a fire evacuation Virtual Reality Day-Out Task (VR-DOT) environment based on performance profiles as a screening tool for early dementia.

Objective: The objectives were (1) to examine the relationships among the performances of 3 groups of participants in the VR-DOT and traditional neuropsychological tests employed to assess executive functions, and (2) to compare the performance of participants with mild Alzheimer’s-type dementia (AD) to those with amnestic single-domain mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and healthy controls in the VR-DOT and traditional neuropsychological tests used to assess executive functions. We hypothesized that the 2 cognitively impaired groups would have distinct performance profiles and show significantly impaired independent functioning in ADL compared to the healthy controls.

Methods: The study population included 3 groups: 72 healthy control elderly participants, 65 amnestic MCI participants, and 68 mild AD participants. A natural user interface framework based on a fire evacuation VR-DOT environment was used for assessing physical and cognitive abilities of seniors over 3 years. VR-DOT focuses on the subtle errors and patterns in performing everyday activities and has the advantage of not depending on a subjective rating of an individual person. We further assessed functional capacity by both neuropsychological tests (including measures of attention, memory, working memory, executive functions, language, and depression). We also evaluated performance in finger tapping, grip strength, stride length, gait speed, and chair stands separately and while performing VR-DOTS in order to correlate performance in these measures with VR-DOTs because performance while navigating a virtual environment is a valid and reliable indicator of cognitive decline in elderly persons.

Results: The mild AD group was more impaired than the amnestic MCI group, and both were more impaired than healthy controls. The novel VR-DOT functional index correlated strongly with standard cognitive and functional measurements, such as mini-mental state examination (MMSE; rho=0.26, P=.01) and Bristol Activities of Daily Living (ADL) scale scores (rho=0.32, P=.001).
Conclusions: Functional impairment is a defining characteristic of predementia and is partly dependent on the degree of cognitive impairment. The novel virtual reality measures of functional ability seem more sensitive to functional impairment than qualitative measures in predementia, thus accurately differentiating from healthy controls. We conclude that VR-DOT is an effective tool for discriminating predementia and mild AD from controls by detecting differences in terms of errors, omissions, and perseverations while measuring ADL functional ability.

Introduction

A decade ago, Chaytor and Schmitter-Edgecombe [1] reviewed the ecological validity of neuropsychological tests by evaluating their efficacy in measuring everyday cognitive skills. They identified 6 studies that explored the issue of ecological validity of executive functioning tests. The studies differed in terms of the specific tests used, although both traditional (veridicality) and verisimilitude tests were employed. Veridicality refers to the extent to which results of an assessment instrument are related to measures on other tests that predict the performance of real-world tasks [2]. By contrast, verisimilitude refers to the similarity between the task demands of the test and the demands imposed in the everyday environment.

Their findings indicated that executive tests were not significantly correlated with self-reported measures, but all studies reviewed revealed significant associations between executive tests (traditional and verisimilitude) and everyday abilities as measured by clinician ratings and informants’ (eg, relatives’) questionnaires. To date, commentaries on ecological validity have primarily emphasized the increased consideration of this concept in assessments of neurologically impaired individuals, particularly in rehabilitative and forensic contexts. However, there are instances in which patients perform normally on traditional executive tests, yet clearly have executive impairments in their daily lives [3].

Virtual environments (VEs) have numerous features that make them attractive for assessment and rehabilitation purposes. In contrast to traditional executive test measures, VEs actively engage participants by allowing them to be involved in a task while at the same time being less focused on the fact that they are being tested [4,5]. More recently, researchers have used virtual reality (VR) systems for detailed response measurement and analysis to examine specific behaviors characteristic of patients with executive dysfunction or people with intellectual disabilities [6]. Klinger and colleagues [7] examined planning deficits in patients with Parkinson’s disease compared to age-matched controls in a virtual supermarket. The researchers described the patients’ paths through the supermarket as characterized by numerous stops, turns, and hesitations as compared to the paths of controls. Zhang and colleagues [8] used a virtual kitchen to assess selected cognitive functions of traumatic brain injury patients compared to normal volunteers.

Task transparency and relevant functional tasks, such as finding one’s way through a VE or remembering groceries for preparing a breakfast in a virtual kitchen, are examples in which ecological validity can be described as enhanced when compared to abstract traditional assessments of cognitive functions. A variety of VEs have already been developed to enhance functional assessment and rehabilitation, including virtual cities [9,10], school classrooms [11], and supermarkets [9,12]. As outlined previously, ecological validity can be seen as a key component for assessing cognitive skills that are relevant for functional tasks in real-world contexts [13]. The results of such studies suggest that the use of VEs is valuable in enhancing our ability to assess the functional behaviors of individuals with executive dysfunction in activities of daily living.

Activities of daily living (ADL) can be classified into basic activities of daily living (BADL) and instrumental activities of daily living (IADL) [14]. BADL is composed of more basic self-care behaviors, such as ambulating, dressing, grooming, bathing, feeding, and toileting. By contrast, IADL facilitates independent living through behaviors such as transportation, telephone use, meal preparation, medication management, financial management, housekeeping, laundry, and shopping. IADL questionnaires play a vital role in assessing functional abilities and evaluating the impact of cognitive impairment on everyday activities in older adults [15].

IADL independence is one of the defining features that characterize normal aging from mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and dementia. As part of the diagnostic criteria for MCI, an individual must be classified as independent for BADL, but can have minimal disturbance in IADL [16,17]. Since the early descriptions of MCI [16], there has been increasing interest in its clinical characterization and prognosis [18,19]. In previous reports [20], people with MCI exhibited poorer cognitive functioning than healthy controls, but were not as impaired as patients with dementia were.

Prognostic studies have stressed the necessity of this nosological entity as a risk, or prodromal state for dementia, because of the high rate of conversion of MCI to dementia (10%-15% of patients who meet the criteria of amnestic MCI develop Alzheimer-type dementia per year, up to 80% at 5-year follow-up) [21,22,18]. In Europe, approximately 17% of the senior population who have not been diagnosed with dementia meet the current criteria for MCI [23] and MCI prevalence increases with age [24].

Characterizing impairment using the IADL questionnaire has been criticized for several reasons. First, no objective standard exists as to the practical or theoretical definition of minimal functional impairment in predementia [16,17]. For example, does functional disturbance entail perceptible impairment on a few IADL tasks, such as shopping and meal preparation? Or is it better understood as some problems across many commonly assessed IADL tasks? Clinical judgment is called for by the expert panel that created these standards [25,26], but the general clinician or researcher is without much guidance regarding how to assess IADL impairment in predementia patients. Several
options exist, including performance-based tasks and questionnaires or interviews (with and without informant reports). However, different methods of assessing functional abilities require different estimates of IADL independence [27]; each method has advantages and disadvantages. Recently, it became clear that IADL, versus BADL, is a better diagnostic instrument for predementia [28-31]. Although these studies were carried out in different countries and used different instruments to assess impairments in ADL, they all indicate that people who meet the criteria described for predementia show some functional impairment in activities of daily living. In the clinical setting, rate of change in complex ADL performance may be more useful than a cross-sectional measurement, which could misclassify individuals into a nonimpaired category in activities of daily living [32]. Furthermore, the rate of change is a parameter that could be manipulated by designing naturalistic VEs or serious games that can train the higher cognitive functions.

We designed a fire evacuation Virtual Reality Day-Out Task (VR-DOT) environment to (1) determine what kind of real-time cognitive and psychomotor performance and errors are associated with functional impairment in activities of daily living, (2) identify the patterns and cutoff values of the these cognitive and psychomotor profiles as independent predictors of functional impairment in healthy elderly participants, single-domain amnestic MCI patients, and patients with mild Alzheimer-type dementia (AD), and (3) controlling for baseline performance, objectively measure performance change over 2 to 3 years.

We hypothesized that with VR-DOT (1) dementia and MCI patients will show significantly impaired independent functioning in ADL and distinct performance profiles, (2) among patients with dementia or MCI, such impairment will be associated with the degree of cognitive impairment and cognitive neurophysiological measures, whereas impaired functioning will be only associated with sociodemographic and anxiety/depression symptoms in healthy controls because subclinical levels of cognitive impairment and depression have been associated with IADL impairment in mentally healthy participants [33], and (3) in mild AD and MCI patients, the rate of change in individual performance in VR-DOT patients, the rate of change in individual performance in VR-DOT measures could predict the cognitive decline over 2 to 3 years.

The main objective in developing the VR-DOT was to improve the ecological validity of executive function measures by using a verisimilitude approach. We also proposed a framework to objectively assess the functional impairment of elderly people through an ecological and clinical longitudinal experiment using VR-DOT. Our motivation was to correlate this new instrument (VR-DOT) with normal cognitive neuropsychological measures and recent psychomotor discoveries regarding psychomotor velocity change and cognitive decline to see if the VR-DOT offers better sensitivity and specificity in assessing and predicting cognitive decline using only a virtual environment.

**Methods**

**Virtual Reality Test Setup**

**Overview**

The VR hardware consisted of a Pentium-based computer with 4 MB RAM, Intel Quad Core processor, and NVIDIA graphic cards with 512 MB memory. Other sensors used were a LEAP motion sensor (Leap Motion Inc, San Francisco, CA, USA) and a Kinect camera (Microsoft Corp, Seattle, WA, USA). The LEAP motion sensor is still not commercially available at the time of this writing, but we were selected by their development team to use the hardware for our experiments (Figure 1).

**Software Components**

Modeling was done using Maya software (Autodesk Inc, San Rafael, CA, USA) to create models and scenes. Then, the scenes were exported to Virtools, a 3D authoring tool (Dassault Systèmes, Inc, Vélizy-Villacoublay Cedex, France) that handled all programming including interactivity, setting, and configuration. Microsoft Kinect software development kit (SDK) (Microsoft Corp, Seattle, WA, USA) was used to analyze gestures and movements and a user interface (UI) system was developed using Microsoft Kinect SDK and precommercial Alternity algorithms developed by Ioannis et al [34].
The Naturalistic Setting of Executive Function in Virtual Reality Activities of Daily Living

Virtual reality activities of daily living (VR-ADL) consists of 2 modules: the VR-DOT and VR basic instrumental activities of daily living (VR-IADLs). The VR-DOT is a complex task breakdown and then a rehearsal exercise of a fire evacuation drill consisting of 6 different scenarios of increasing difficulty. We chose to examine the VR-DOT virtual fire evacuation drill in this study (Figure 2), based on the literature indicating that activities of daily living requiring complex reasoning are sensitive to cognitive and functional impairment [35]. User tracking was performed by a flexible action and articulated skeleton toolkit (FAAST; University of Southern California, CA, USA), a middleware to facilitate integration of full-body control with games and VR applications, using either OpenNI or the Microsoft Kinect for Windows skeleton tracking software. FAAST includes a custom virtual reality peripheral network (VRPN) server to stream up to 4 user skeletons over a network, allowing VR applications to read the skeletal joints as trackers using any VRPN client. Additionally, the toolkit can also emulate keyboard input triggered by body posture and specific gestures. This allows the user to add custom body-based control mechanisms to existing off-the-shelf games that do not provide official support for depth sensors.

More specifically, the VR-DOT module is a naturalistic task that requires multitasking in a fire evacuation drill setting with 6 different simulated fire situations (from easy to more difficult) taking place at a virtual apartment block with 3 levels and 5 apartments per level. It is used to examine prospective memory as well as reasoning in a complex emergency routine in which older adults prioritize, organize, initiate, and complete a number of subroutines to evacuate safely from an apartment level (second floor) to the ground area (eg, determine and gather information on the size of the fire, avoid smoke). Previous research shows that motion tracking while navigating a virtual environment is a valid and reliable indicator of cognitive decline in elderly persons. (ie, [36]).
Functional and Psychomotor Rate of Change

A measurement of the rate of change of functional impairment was computed from all information collected from the LEAP motion and the Microsoft Kinect camera sensor inside the VR-DOT. Simple performance-based functional impairment measures have been used previously, but not with data collected from motion sensors [37]. At baseline, a simple quantitative ratio of efficacy was computed by dividing the total time (in sec) spent by the participant performing the listed activities by the total time spent in VR-DOT (efficacy ratio). Then, 4 activity parameters with a high likelihood of corresponding to functional decline were collected: (1) omission of 1 of the activities (k₁), (2) repetition of the same activity (k₂), (3) incorrect order in performing the activities (k₃), and (4) number of attempts before completing a given activity (k₄). The first quantitative ratio of efficacy was then adjusted by these parameters. This led to a functional impairment score according to the formula presented in Multimedia Appendix 1.

To determine values of the model parameter set (k₁, k₂, k₃, k₄), we ran a pilot with healthy participants (n=25; mean age 73.7 years, SD 4.0), amnestic single-domain MCI patients (n=26; mean age 74.2 years, SD 2.0), and patients with mild AD (n=24; mean age 76.7 years, SD 3.0). Second, multiple-model parameter sets (k₁, k₂, k₃, k₄) to produce a good fit were selected if their associated scores were both strongly and positively correlated with the mini-mental state examination (MMSE) scores, as well as being strongly and negatively correlated with IADL scores using a nonparametric Spearman correlation coefficient as the criterion distance of good fit. For our analyses, the final functional impairment score (k₁, k₂, k₃, k₄) was calibrated using the combination of the mean of the parameters, which was selected as the model parameter set during the second step of the fitting procedure.

Procedure

Participants

A total of 405 elderly people were screened during 2010 in 2 Alzheimer Hellas, Non-Government Organization (NGO) day clinics of the Papanikolaou University Hospital in Thessaloniki, Greece. Ethics approval was obtained from the Papanikolaou University Hospital Ethics Committee. Inclusion criteria were age older than 60 years, meeting the diagnostic criteria for MCI as defined in Petersen et al [18], living in the community, and providing informed consent approved by the Ethics Committee. Exclusion criteria were living in an assisted-living residence, cognitive functioning suggesting a possible diagnosis of dementia (see subsequent description), previous diagnosis of dementia, other psychiatric disorder according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (Fourth Edition, Text Revision; DSM-IV-TR) at the time of recruitment, presenting a moderate or higher degree of fear or dislike of computers (technophobia), presenting a moderate or higher degree of disability because of other conditions than MCI, and severe language impairments that would compromise active participation.

The baseline psychomotor evaluation inside VR-DOT consisted of a number of simple and complex measures addressing the participant’s ability to understand and perform with accuracy specific physical performance tasks. These tasks/metrics were:

Grip Strength

Forearm muscle strength was measured in kilograms by a hand-held Jamar A dynamometer. For this analysis, we used the best of 3 attempts in the dominant hand.

Timed Walk on the Treadmill

The time (to 0.1 s) required for a participant to walk a 4.6-m course at his or her usual pace after starting from a standstill was recorded by stopwatch. We converted the results to meters per second.
Number of Steps to Walk Course on the Treadmill
A technician recorded the number of steps required to walk the 4.6-m course. Hereafter, we refer to stride length, which is derived by dividing the distance walked by the number of steps.

Finger-Tapping Test
Using their dominant hand, participants tapped in midair, just above the LEAP motion sensor, with the index finger as fast as they could for 15 seconds.

After applying the inclusion/exclusion criteria, 232 participants were included in this study. The participants were measured each year of the 3-year study period. Dropouts after baseline were 27 (11.6%); hence, 205 participants completed all measurements and their data are included in this study (N=205; male=88, female=117; mean age 72.73 years, SD 6.89; mean education 12.53 years, SD 3.20; mean baseline MMSE 24.75, SD 2.18).

Neuropsychological Assessment
Cognitive assessment was performed by means of a neuropsychological test battery designed to comprehensively evaluate attention, working memory, memory, executive functioning, and language. In addition to the cognitive assessment, all groups were also assessed for depression with the geriatric depression scale (GDS) [38]. We also chose the Digit Symbol (DSym), Functional Activities Questionnaire (FAQ), Neuropsychiatric Inventory brief questionnaire form, Apathy item (NPI-Q Apathy), Neuropsychiatric Inventory brief questionnaire form, Depression item (NPI-Q Depression), Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test T (RAVL), Trailmaking Test A (TMT-A), Trailmaking Test B (TMT-B), Trailmaking Test B minus Trailmaking Test A (TMT-B-A), the Bristol ADL scale, and the short form of the Blessed ADL scale for this study because they were evaluated and validated for the Greek population [39]. The original Bristol and short-form Blessed scales consist of 20 and 11 items, respectively.

Statistical Analysis
Performance results from the VR-DOT, gait velocity assessment, and neuropsychological tests were analyzed using multivariate analyses of variance (MANOVA) in mixed designs with group as the between-subject factor using linear mixed-effects models with random intercept and slope to estimate the annual rate of change between study years 1 and 3 for each performance measure of each participant [40,41]. Before this approach, we plotted numerous individual trajectories for the gait velocity performance variables by using robust splines to smooth the curves. The consistent linearity of the trajectory patterns justified the use of linear models. Gait speed and stride length were adjusted to a 50-cm knee-heel length and this adjustment was included in the models when it reached 10% significance. We also used multinomial Poisson log-linear models to estimate the relative risk (RR) of cognitive decline relative to efficacy, gait velocity, and neuropsychological assessment at year 2 and year 3 (2010-2013) for VR-DOT and receiver-operating curve (ROC) analysis was conducted on VR-DOT, MMSE, the RAVLT, and the Bristol and Blessed ADL scale scores.
Table 1. Participant demographics and scores on cognitive tests for all participants, healthy controls, patients with amnestic-type mild cognitive impairment (aMCI), and patients with mild Alzheimer-type dementia (AD).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>All participants</th>
<th>Controls</th>
<th>aMCI</th>
<th>Mild AD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N=205</td>
<td>n=72</td>
<td>n=65</td>
<td>n=68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, mean (SD)</td>
<td>72.73 (6.8)</td>
<td>72.63 (5.06)</td>
<td>72.78 (6.21)</td>
<td>72.58 (6.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>88 (43%)</td>
<td>25 (38%)</td>
<td>30 (43%)</td>
<td>33 (46%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>117 (57%)</td>
<td>37 (62%)</td>
<td>40 (57%)</td>
<td>40 (54%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education, mean (SD)</td>
<td>15.6 (3.0)</td>
<td>16.1 (2.9)</td>
<td>15.7 (3.0)</td>
<td>14.6 (3.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test, mean (SD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMSE</td>
<td>24.75 (2.18)</td>
<td>29.1 (1.0)</td>
<td>26.1 (1.8)</td>
<td>23.4 (2.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAVLT delayed recall</td>
<td>3.7 (4.0)</td>
<td>7.4 (3.7)</td>
<td>2.9 (3.3)</td>
<td>0.7 (1.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDS</td>
<td>1.4 (1.4)</td>
<td>0.8 (1.1)</td>
<td>1.6 (1.4)</td>
<td>1.6 (1.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPI-Q depression</td>
<td>0.2 (0.5)</td>
<td>0.1 (0.3)</td>
<td>0.2 (0.5)</td>
<td>0.4 (0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPI-Q apathy</td>
<td>0.2 (0.6)</td>
<td>0.01 (0.1)</td>
<td>0.2 (0.5)</td>
<td>0.5 (0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAQ</td>
<td>4.8 (6.4)</td>
<td>0.1 (0.6)</td>
<td>3.8 (4.4)</td>
<td>12.7 (6.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMT-A</td>
<td>46.6 (25.5)</td>
<td>36.3 (13.0)</td>
<td>44.2 (21.7)</td>
<td>64.8 (34.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMT-B</td>
<td>134.5 (80.2)</td>
<td>89.3 (44.3)</td>
<td>130.8 (73.2)</td>
<td>200.5 (86.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMT-B–A</td>
<td>88.0 (66.9)</td>
<td>53.0 (38.8)</td>
<td>86.6 (63.1)</td>
<td>135.8 (74.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bristol ADL scores</td>
<td>6.88 (0.56)</td>
<td>4.46 (0.5)</td>
<td>5.59 (0.9)</td>
<td>10.59 (0.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blessed ADL impairment score</td>
<td>2.87 (0.26)</td>
<td>1.85 (0.27)</td>
<td>2.38 (0.56)</td>
<td>4.38 (0.56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geriatric depression scale</td>
<td>5.19 (5.0)</td>
<td>4.59 (4.1)</td>
<td>5.49 (5.76)</td>
<td>5.29 (4.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digit Symbol</td>
<td>37.4 (12.9)</td>
<td>45.8 (10.2)</td>
<td>37.0 (11.1)</td>
<td>27.6 (12.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gait speed (m/s), mean (SD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>0.91 (0.22)</td>
<td>0.96 (0.23)</td>
<td>0.91 (0.24)</td>
<td>0.86 (0.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>0.85 (0.14)</td>
<td>0.94 (0.24)</td>
<td>0.84 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.77 (0.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>0.98 (0.13)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.21)</td>
<td>1.01 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.95 (0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tapping speed dominant (taps/second), mean (SD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>3.79 (0.8)</td>
<td>3.87 (0.8)</td>
<td>3.77 (0.81)</td>
<td>3.74 (0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>3.48 (0.78)</td>
<td>3.53 (0.71)</td>
<td>3.49 (0.84)</td>
<td>3.43 (0.77)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>4.23 (0.75)</td>
<td>4.29 (0.77)</td>
<td>4.21 (0.73)</td>
<td>4.19 (0.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tapping speed non-dominant (taps/second), mean (SD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>3.60 (0.67)</td>
<td>3.63 (0.64)</td>
<td>3.61 (0.71)</td>
<td>3.58 (0.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>3.73 (0.59)</td>
<td>3.41 (0.53)</td>
<td>3.38 (0.64)</td>
<td>3.33 (0.61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>3.92 (0.63)</td>
<td>3.91 (0.65)</td>
<td>3.96 (0.63)</td>
<td>3.90 (0.62)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. The correlation matrix between Virtual Reality Day-Out Task (VR-DOT) functional index, mini-mental state examination (MMSE), and Bristol Activities of Daily Living (ADL) when controlling for age, gender, and education status.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>VR-DOT rho</th>
<th>P value</th>
<th>MMSE rho</th>
<th>P value</th>
<th>Bristol ADL rho</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VR-DOT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMSE</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bristol ADL</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Predictors of Functional Status (Regression Analyses)

When the entire sample was analyzed together, attention, psychomotor, and memory summary scores explained a total variance of 8.2% and 0.8% of the VR-DOT. When depression and age were entered in both former models, the VR-DOT score was predicted by depression symptoms as measured by the GDS (19.2%) only in the healthy group. By contrast, VR-DOT total score was only predicted by psychomotor and executive functions (8.1%) among mild AD and amnestic MCI patients. For the amnestic MCI group, VR-DOT was predicted by executive functions and psychomotor profile only, with a total variance explained of 17.3% for amnestic MCI. VR-DOT score was predicted only by executive function and psychomotor profiles in amnestic MCI patients and by executive function, psychomotor profiles, and GDS scores in mild AD. When a ROC analysis was carried out on the Bristol and Blessed ADL scales, they explained 9.1% variance of VR-DOT total profiles.

ROC analysis was conducted on VR-DOT, MMSE, RAVLT, and Bristol and Blessed ADL scale scores obtained from the amnestic MCI and mild AD groups and the sensitivity, specificity, and cutoff values of both the scales were determined (Table 3). The optimal cutoff score of the Bristol scale was 20 in differentiating amnestic MCI from mild AD with a sensitivity of 100% and specificity of 74.2%, and area under the curve (AUC) of 0.883 (95% CI 0.781-0.975). The optimal cutoff score of the modified Blessed scale was 10.5 in differentiating amnestic MCI from mild AD with a sensitivity of 100%, specificity of 71%, and AUC 0.872 (95% CI 0.791-0.977). Post hoc analysis revealed that among the 3 groups, the mild AD group had the lowest scores in ADL, episodic memory, and VR-DOT (P<.001).

Table 3. Area under the curve (AUC) for standard neuropsychological test scores and Virtual Reality Day-Out Task (VR-DOT) for healthy controls versus patients with amnestic-type mild cognitive impairment (aMCI) and patients with aMCI versus patients with mild Alzheimer-type dementia (AD).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Healthy control vs aMCI</th>
<th>aMCI vs mild AD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AUC (95% CI)</td>
<td>P value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMSE</td>
<td>0.79 (0.68, 0.91)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bristol scores ADL</td>
<td>0.75 (0.62, 0.88)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blessed score ADL</td>
<td>0.77 (0.64, 0.89)</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAVLT delayed recall</td>
<td>0.82 (0.77, 0.93)</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOT-VR</td>
<td>0.96 (0.88, 0.99)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The AUC indicates that VR-DOT was the most powerful of all tests in discriminating normal controls from the MCI groups, reaching optimal results with a cutoff point of 20 (97% sensitivity, 100% specificity, 100% positive predictive values, and 96% negative predictive value). Figure 3 shows the ROC of the normal control and MCI groups for VR-DOT total score.

Exploratory Prediction of Conversion to Alzheimer Disease (VR-DOT Performance Rate of Change)

According to the results, the task that better differentiated among healthy controls, amnestic MCI, and mild AD participants at baseline, year 2, and year 3 follow-up, was the VR-DOT performance score (efficacy ratio). The VR-DOT and Bristol and Blessed ADL scale scores were included as predictor variables in a series of exploratory independent regression analyses. Figure 4 shows the individual predictive power of the 3 test variables of interest (VR-DOT, Bristol, and Blessed ADL scale scores), ranked in ascending order according to the magnitude of their odds ratios. The VR fire evacuation performance score rate of change (VR-DOT REff) emerged as the best predictor of conversion to AD in this sample (VR-DOT; P=.008; OR 2.8, 95% CI 1.3-6.0; Nagelkerke R²=0.564), with the regression model correctly classifying 88% of participants. This was followed by Bristol ADL (P=.03; OR 1.9, 95% CI 1.1-1.9; Nagelkerke R²=0.466).

The resulting regression model revealed that the VR-DOT performance score threshold variable was a significant predictor of conversion to AD in the regression equation (beta=-1.092, P=.01; OR 3.0 (95% CI 1.3-7.0). Using a cutoff score of less than 20 on the VR-DOT subscale achieved a sensitivity of 100% and a specificity of 94%.
Figure 3. Receiver-operating curve (ROC) for the Virtual Reality Day-Out Task (VR-DOT) total score when discriminating among nondemented (healthy controls), amnestic mild cognitive impairment (aMCI), and patients with mild Alzheimer-type dementia (mild AD).

Cutoff score = 20
Sensitivity = 100%
Specificity = 74.2%
Area under ROC (95% CI) = 0.933* 
(0.871 – 0.995)

*p < .05

Figure 4. Odds ratios from exploratory individual regression analyses using VR-DOT, Bristol, and Blessed ADL scale scores rate of change as predictors for conversion from mild cognitive impairment to Alzheimer disease (bars represent 95% CI).

Discussion

There is still debate as to the utility of MCI as a diagnostic category. Many older people report subjective cognitive complaints in the absence of objective impairment [43] and not all such complaints are predictive of dementia [44]. MCI may be viewed as being on a continuum from normal aging to dementia and the present data show a large overlap between groups that coheres with this view [45]. In that context, only a few studies have systematically examined the rate of change in complex ADL performance as a predictor of cognitive decline.

Our results show that functional impairment is a defining feature of both amnestic MCI and mild AD, and that the impairment showed by amnestic MCI patients is partially dependent on the degree of their cognitive impairment. Furthermore, a virtual reality quantitative performance measure of functional ability (VR-DOT) showed adequate psychometric properties (ie, discriminant power) to contribute to a predementia diagnosis. In addition, functional measures based on quantitative rates of the number and quality of ADL performed seem to be more sensitive to identifying functional impairment in predementia than those based on a subjective judgment of disability.

As a result of this paradigm shift, and in light of previous and the present results, it would be very helpful for clinicians, caregivers, and health-system managers if MCI definitions included an objective measure of impairment of functional abilities as a clinical feature inherent to MCI. We found that VR-DOT has greater sensitivity and specificity, as well as having both positive and negative predictive values compared to other screening tests in discriminating amnestic MCI and...
mild AD from normal aging. In summary, these and previous results emphasize the presence of qualitative and quantitative functional impairments of both basic and complex ADL in predementia as a logical consequence of cognitive impairment. Although dementia is characterized by a more severe degree of disability than predementia, the World Health Organization (WHO) International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) conceptualization of disability would include predementia as a disabling condition, although to a lesser degree. The need for a better definition of disability as a diagnostic criterion (putatively by shifting from a categorical notion of able/disabled to a more spectrum/gradual approach) to discriminate predementia from dementia must not conceal the fact that dementia patients have their own health/functional assistance needs.

Moreover, given the moderately good psychometric properties demonstrated in our study of the VR-ADL in discriminating healthy from predementia and mild dementia patients, assessing real-time functional ability would improve the identification of predementia patients, and the use of objective, VR qualitative and/or quantitative impairment of functional abilities as a diagnostic criterion should be further explored. Goldberg et al [26] found that a sensitive performance-based measure they developed (the University of California, San Diego Performance-Based Skills Assessment; UPSA) had a remarkably good discriminant power to distinguish healthy participants from amnestic MCI participants (AUC 0.84), and to distinguish amnestic MCI patients from patients with AD (AUC 0.88). Hence, the inclusion of functional competence measures seems convenient for the screening and early identification of neurodegenerative processes characterized by cognitive impairment.

The rates of change in complex everyday activities, easily determined in longitudinal practice settings, provide important prognostic information for late-life disability and death that are independent of the predictive value of a performance measurement obtained at a single point in time, which could be inaccurate because of recent injury or illness. By predicting decline in ADL and IADL, upper extremity functionality, and more generalized daily activities, longitudinal views capture broader deteriorations in function within an individual, suggesting a shared causal pathway.

Our study has limitations. Although we used a population-based cohort, the exclusion from the analyses of participants with technophobia [46] may have introduced bias and reduced the generalizability of the results. Although we only observed linear patterns in the many performance trajectories that we plotted, some individual trajectories could have been nonlinear causing inaccurate estimates of annual performance change. Our statistical models contained a limited number of covariates. Although the addition of comorbid conditions to the models did not significantly alter the results, we may have omitted important confounders.

The present research described the ecological validity of verisimilitude and traditional activities of daily living measures and the characterization of various subcomponents of the executive function system. The unique contribution of this study was in the development and empirical study of a novel VR environment (VR-DOT) that was less structured and that more closely resembled actual everyday errands than existing questionnaires. This research demonstrated that tests of verisimilitude may be better predictors of real-world behaviors than many of the most commonly employed traditional executive function tests.

Our approach with VR-DOT is part of a general effort to manifest marked impairment in cognitive performance, particularly executive functions during everyday activities by means of VR (VR-ADL). Studies directly investigating ADL have found mild and tardive impairment in MCI, and a relation with certain executive functions, but the targeted ADL were very simple tasks, such as memorizing a telephone number or walking a few meters, and have always been strictly limited to the accuracy domain, excluding any performance or a rate-of-change factor. The purpose of VR-DOT was (1) to investigate performance, in an experimentally controlled manner, on a complex ADL (planning and evacuating a fire under time pressure) that is more indicative of the true quality of life of senior citizens, and (2) to scrutinize its cognitive structure as a diagnostic instrument, which can screen functional impairments at a very early phase of AD. With regard to real-life ADL, this investigation presents the advantage and innovation of a VR quantitative scoring grid of a very complex set of sequential activities under demanding time constraints.

This study found that VR-DOT is comparatively better in detecting amnestic MCI from normal aging individuals. From quantitative and qualitative data extracted from VR-DOT, a functional index was computed, validated, and compared with current clinical rating scales. Results of this pilot study are promising and must be substantiated with a larger sample and in another assessment setting to evaluate its reproducibility. Verisimilitude instruments, such as VR-DOT, can potentially play valuable roles in both executive function assessment and intervention and, consequently, may help place clinical neuropsychology on firmer scientific ground. Researchers and clinicians have the responsibility and opportunity to design, test, and implement effective therapeutic strategies to improve, or at least preserve, functional and cognitive functioning in predementia.

For these purpose, it is assumed that the visual quality and realism of the VEs are of central importance for patients to recognize and acknowledge the relevance of the task and context at hand. Essential characteristics of virtual scenarios and tasks (ie, transparency, believability, plausibility, and relevance) are summarized under the term “realism” to describe that the patient can recognize the employed tasks and scenarios and refer to them based on past experiences. VR-ADLs capture the patient’s interest and improve long-term motivation to use the virtual tasks at high frequencies. Transparency and realism in a broader sense can relate to plausibility and place illusions that are described by Slater [47]. Plausibility illusion refers to the fact that the user believes the virtual scenario is actually occurring. It is caused by events and the scenario relating directly to the user (eg, the virtual character talking to the user). Place illusion refers to the sensation that the user is actually situated in the displayed location and is described in relation to sensorimotor
contingencies of the VR system (eg, user interaction, tracking, and multimodal user feedback). VR-ADL, task transparency, and relevant virtual scenarios are believed to contribute to the described illusions that virtual events and locations are actually relevant to the user and engaging for cognitive rehabilitation. For example, a cognitive task embedded in a user-relevant scenario directly relates to the therapy goal of the patient and represents a desired outcome of the patient’s rehabilitation (eg, a virtual kitchen with cooking tasks relates to the scenario that the patient aims to engage in independently at home).

The VR system used here is portable and can be manipulated to simulate different environments and different navigation demands (cognitive, motor, visual), easily allowing the creation of an ecologically valid study and testing in a variety of clinical and research settings.

In conclusion, relative to age-matched controls, VR-ADL exercises outperform the clinical predictive validity of traditional assessments as an indicator of real-world difficulties in IADLs. This result is very promising, but we will need advanced imaging techniques, such as amyloid-positron emission testing or functional magnetic resonance imaging, to study this relationship and perform a longitudinal study that would correlate our results with neuroimaging data as well.
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**Abbreviations**

- **AD**: Alzheimer disease
- **ADL**: Activities of Daily Living
- **AUC**: area under the curve
- **BADL**: basic activities of daily living
- **GDS**: geriatric depression scale
- **IADL**: instrumental activities of daily living
- **MANOVA**: multivariate analyses of variance
- **MCI**: mild cognitive impairment
- **MMSE**: mini-mental state examination
- **RAVLT**: Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test
- **ROC**: receiver-operating curve
- **RR**: relative risk
- **UI**: user interface
- **VE**: virtual environment
- **VR**: virtual reality
- **VR-DOT**: Virtual Reality Day-Out Task
- **VRPN**: virtual reality peripheral network
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